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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Two hundred years ago, do you think the Taylors and the Smiths would
have thought that Danbury would go forward and celebrate its Bicentennial in
1995? Who knows what they thought as they constructed their homes in Dan-
bury, but a celebration was had, and it was a great one. A lot of hard work and
community effort went into making the Bicentennial the success that it was,
and we thank all of you for that.
As authorized by last year's Town Meeting, our tax mapping project is
almost complete. This will be a major asset in the assessment and identification
of parcels of property within the Town.
The Workshop completed a federal grant application for renovations to
the Baptist Church. This grant was not approved, but has been resubmitted,
and we have reason to be optimistic about our chances this time around. Hope-
fully, we will know by Town Meeting, and we will be able to go forward and
develop this property into a community center that will serve our townspeople.
There have been several changes in officers during the year. Marie Meola
moved to Florida after several years as our Town Clerk and Tax Collector. The
Selectmen appointed Sylvia Hill to those positions, therefore creating a vacancy
on the Board of Selectmen. Steve Gordon, a member of the Budget Committee,
was appointed to the Selectman's position.
Laurie Hunt left as the Selectmen's secretary after providing excellent ser-
vice to the Board, and Christie Phelps is now performing those duties.
Even with the changes, we have had a good year. For the third year in a
row, we were able to reduce the tax rate and for the first time in memory, we
did not need to borrow money in anticipation of taxes, therefore reducing the
expenses of operating the Town.
1995 was not without its sad note though, with many of the senior mem-
bers of our community passing on. We will all miss Reggie Glines at the dump,
as well as seeing the familiar faces of Ruel Ford, Ansel Powers, Kimball Phelps,
Lizzie Austin and Irene Pulver, and the smile of John Tadakowsky.
October and November brought unusually heavy rains following a very
dry summer, and there was considerable damage to the Town roads. The State
was declared a federal disaster area, and we have received about $17,000 so far
in state and federal aid, with more to come once all the road repairs are com-
pleted.
The heavy demands on the Town equipment bring forward the need to
trade our 16 year old loader in for a new one. The one we have now has close to
10,000 hard working hours on it, and has served us well. The Selectmen and
the Budget Committee are recommending that we purchase a new one this
year.
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The Selectmen would like to wait until next year to purchase a new police
cruiser and even out some of the capital expenses so they are not all at once.
Our present cruiser has about 65,000 miles on it, and is still in good shape.
We will be developing a recycling/separation program to reduce the ton-
nage of waste at the transfer site, and need everyone's cooperation to make
this program effective.
The Selectmen will continue to work together with all department person-
nel to provide you with the best services possible without significantly raising
taxes.
Thank you to all of the volunteers and officials and citizens of this Town
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1995 TOWN MEETING
March 14, 1995 - The Polls opened at 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. - Election of Town
Officers was held at the Town Hall.
The following Town Officers were elected:
Sylvia A. Hill Selectman
Phyllis M. Wiggin Moderator
Christie M. Phelps Treasurer
Marie F. Meola Tax Collector
Marie F. Meola Town Clerk
Ricky Moran (write-in) Road Agent
Steve Corsetti Chief of Police
Phyllis Wiggin Trustee of George Gamble Library
David Szacik (write-in) Trustee of Trust Funds
Leo Zaccaria (write-in) Auditor
Arthur Ford (write-in) Auditor
Phyllis J. Taylor Planning Board
Linda Ray Wilson Planning Board
Jean Corsetti Budget Committee
John Lavorgna Budget Committee
Francis Bliss (Punky) Recreation Committee 3 yrs.
Christopher Euerle Recreation Committee 1 yrs.
Phyllis Taylor Cemetery Trustee 3 yrs.
Steve Corsetti Cemetery Trustee 2 yrs.
Timothy Martin Cemetery Trustee 1 yr.
BUSINESS MEETING RECONVENED MARCH 16, 1995 at 7:00 p.m. at the
Danbury Town Hall.
Meeting called to Order at 7: 15 p.m. We were led in prayerby Gary Ford and
salute to the Flag. Moderator announces the rules according to which this
meeting will be conducted.
ARTICLE 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
(Moderator announces the results of the Election - the above.)
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $30,673.00 for a Parcel Mapping System as follows: $10,000 to be raised by
taxation in 1995; the balance of $20,673 to be raised by issuing a long-term note
of two years; and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such a note
and to determine the rate of interest thereon; and to also authorize the expendi-
ture of $10,100 raised and appropriated in Warrant Article #14 in 1994 for the
same purpose will be $40,773. (Recommended by Selectmen. Recommended by
the Budget Committee.) Motion made to accept Article by Linda Wilson,
seconded by Alan Brownell. Amendment made by Linda Wilson "To see if the
town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,673 for a parcel mapping
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system as follows: $10,000 to be raised by taxation in 1995; the balance of $19,673
to be raised by issuing a long-term note of two years; and to authorize the
selectmen to issue and negotiate such note and to determine the rate of interest
thereon; and also, to authorize the expenditure of $10,100 raised and appropri-
ated in Warrant Article #14 in 1994 for this same purpose. Two-thirds vote
required. The total amount for this project will be $39,773. Seconded by Jim
Phelps. Motionmadeby Alan Brownell to vote on Article as amended, seconded
by Audrey Pellegino. Vote taken to adopt Article as amended.
Ballot Vote; 106 for. 3 against. Article #2 Passes as amended.
Motion made by Forrest Powers to consider Article #17 at this time. Motion
seconded by Tammie Phelps. Discussion on motion. Majority voted in favor of
motion.
ARTICLE #17: (By petition) To see if the Town will vote to enact a
Consumption of Alcoholic Beverages in Public Ordinance as follows:
A person is guilty of consumption of an alcoholic beverage in public if:
I. He:
(a) Consumes any alcoholic beverage while in or upon any street,
public place or public building within the Town of Danbury.
(b) Consumes any alcoholic beverage while in or upon any private
land, building or place without consent of the owner or person
thereof.
II. Possession of an open bottle or container of any alcoholic beverage
shall be considered prima facie evidence of consumption.
III. For the purpose of this ordinance alcoholic beverages are defined
in New Hampshire RSA 175:1 Section III and VIII.
IV. Alcoholic beverages being consumed in violation of this ordinance
shall be seized and held until the case is disposed of in the courts
after which such beverages shall be returned to the person entitled
to their lawful possession.
V. Whoever violates any provisions of this ordinance shall pay a fine
of $50.00 for the first offense and a fine of $100.00 for each subse-
quent offense.
Motion made by Debra Phelps to have ballot vote, seconded by Tammie
Phelps. All voted in favor of motion.
Ballot vote; 58 for. 68 against. Article #17 fails to pass.
Motion made by Twila Cook to reconsider Article #17, seconded by Dennis
Phelps. Vote take. Results: Majority voted against having Article #17 reconsid-
ered. Ruling by moderator. Article #17 cannot come up again at this meeting.
Motion made by Mike Bamett to consider and pass over Article #18,
seconded by Alan Brownell.
ARTICLE #18 (By Petition): To see if the Town will vote to enact a
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Disorderly Actions Ordinance as follows:
A person is guilty of disorderly actions if:
I. He knowingly or purposely creates a condition which is hazardous to
himself or another in a public place; or
II. He:
(a) Engages in fighting or in violent, tumultuous or threateningbehav-
ior in a public place; or
(b) Directs at another person in a public place obscene, derisive or
offensive words or obscene gestures which are likely to provoke a
violent reaction on the part of an ordinary person; or
(c) Obstructs vehicular or pedestrian traffic on any public street or
sidewalk or the entrance to any public building; or
(d) Engages in conduct in a public place which substantially interferes
with a criminal investigation, a fire fighting operation to which
RSA 154:17 is applicable, the provision of emergency medical
treatment, or the provision of other emergency services when
traffic or pedestrian n\anagement is required; or
(e) Knowingly refuses to comply with a lawful order of a peace officer
to move from any public place; or
III. He purposely causes a breach of the peace, public inconvenience,
annoyance or alarm, or recklessly creates a risk thereof, by:
(a) Making loud or unreasonable noises in a public place, or making
loud or unreasonable noises in a private place which can be heard
in a public place or other private places, which noises would
disturb a person of average sensibilities; or
(b) Disrupting the orderly conduct ofbusiness in any public or govern-
mental facility; or
(c) Disrupting any lawful assembly or meeting of persons without
lawful authority; or
(d) Operation of any motor vehicle so as tomake excessive noisebyany
of the following means:
(1) Misuse of power, acceleration or traction so as to spin the
wheels in the manner commonly known as "laying rubber;" or
(2) Misuse of brake and stopping power in the deceleration of a
motor vehicle where no emergency exists; or
(3) Misuse of power, acceleration or traction by means of rapid
upshift or downshift of transmission gears; or
(4) Racing of engine by means of accelerator, carburetor, gear
selector, either when the motor vehicle is in motion or station-
ary; or
(5) Misuse ofpower, acceleration so as to lift the front wheel ofany
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motorized cycle in the maimercommonlyknown as "wheelie."
IV. In this section:
(a) "Lawful order" means a command issued by a Peace Officer per
RSA 594:1 to any person:
(1) For the purpose of preventing said person from committing
any offense set forth in this section, when the officer has
reasonable grounds to believe that said person is about to
commit any such offense, or when said person is engaged in a
course of conduct which makes his commission of such an
offense imminent; or
(2) To stop him from continuing to commit any offense set forth in
this section, when the officer has reasonable grounds to believe
that said person is presently engaged in conduct which consti-
tutes any such offense.
(b) "Public place" means any place to which the public or a substantial
group has access. The term includes, but is not limited to, public
ways, sidewalks, schools, government offices or facilities and the
lobbies or hallways of apartment buildings, hotels or motels.
V. Disorderly actions is a violation, punishable by a fine up to, but not
exceeding, $1,000.00.
This ordinance shall take effect upon passage. Motion to pass over Article
#18 voted on. Motion Passes. Article #18 passed over.
Motion made by Chris Euerle to reconsider Article #18, seconded by
Samantha Phelps. Majority voted against having Article #18 reconsidered.
Ruling by moderator: Article #18 cannot come up again at this meeting.
Amy Rankins motions Article #13 to be considered at this time. Motion
seconded by Louise Robie. Motion voted on and defeated.
ARTICLE #3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $5,000.00 for maintenance and beautification of Town Buildings.
(Recommended by the Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Motion made to adopt by Andy Phelps, seconded by Dennis Phelps. Article #3
voted on and passes.
ARTICLE #4: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of the
Tupper Bridge Capital Reserve Fund from the Tupper Bridge Capital Reserve
Fund to the Bridge Capital Reserve Fund for the maintenance, repair and/or
replacement of bridges. Two-thirds vote required. Recommended by Select-
men, Recommended by Budget Committee. Motion made to adopt by Jim
Phelps, secondedby Andy Phelps. Article #4 voted on. Unanimous vote to pass
article, none against. Article #4 passes.
ARTICLE 5: To see if theTown will vote to designate theSelectmen as agents
to expend the Bridge Capital Reserve Fund for the maintenance, repair, and/or
replacement ofbridges. Recommended by Selectmen. Motionmade to adoptby
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Jim Phelps, seconded by Steve Gordon. Article #5 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 to be added to the Bridge Capital Reserve Fund previously estab-
lished. Recommended by Selectmen. Recommended by Budget Committee.)
Motion made to adopt by Jim Phelps, seconded by Stanley Phelps. Article #6
voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 to be added to the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund
previously established. (Recommended by Selectmen. Recommended by Bud-
get Committee.) Motion made to adopt by Andy Phelps, seconded by Don
Padgett. Article #7 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 to be added to the Police Department Capital Reserve Fund
previously established. (Recommended by Selectmen. Recommended by Bud-
get Committee.) Motion made to adopt by Twila Cook, seconded by Chris
Gealy. Article #8 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,200.00 for the Bristol Community Center. (Recommended by Selectmen.
Recommended by Budget Committee.) Motion made to adoptby Andy Phelps,
seconded by Don Padgett. Article #9 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $17,000.00 to support the Town's Bicentennial Events: ($15,000.00 for activi-
ties and $2,000.00 for police services.) (Recommended by Selectmen. Recom-
mended by Budget Committee.) Motion made to adopt by Audrey Pellegrino,
seconded by Stanley Phelps. Article #10 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $15,000.00 for repairs to Ragged Mountain Road. (Recommended by Select-
men. Not recommended by Budget Committee.) Motion made to pass over
Article by Jim Phelps, seconded by Ed Phelps. Motion voted on. Article #11
passed over.
ARTICLE 12: To see if theTown will vote to establish a CapitalReserve Fund
for the purchase of a Fire Truck, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 to be placed in this fund. (Not recommended by Selectmen. Recom-
mended by Budget Committee.) Motion made to adopt by Tammie Phelps,
seconded by Chris Gealy. Article #12 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 13: (By petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,200.00 for yearly salary for the Tax Collector in the
1995 Budget. (Not recommended by Selectmen. Not recommended by Budget
Committee.) Motion made by Tammie Phelps to pass over Article. No second.
Motion fails. Motionmade to adoptbyAmy Rankins, secondedby Penny Dusio.
Article #13 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 14: (By petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for yearly salary for the Town Clerk in the 1995
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Budget. (Not recommended by Selectmen. Not recommended by Budget Com-
mittee.) Motion to pass over Article by Audrey Pellegrino, seconded by Jim
Phelps. Motion voted on. Article #14 passed over.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town v/ill vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $354,069.00 which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not
include special Articles addressed. (Recommended by the Budget Committee
$354,069.00. Recommended by the Selectmen $337,379.00.) Motion made to
adopt by Jim Phelps, seconded by Lynne Zaccaria. Amendment offered by Jim
Phelps to reduce the amount to $350,269.00 because article #13 was adopted.
This would remove the $3,800.00 that was recommended for a Salary for the Tax
Collector. Amendment voted on and adopted. Amendment offered by Steve
Corsetti, seconded by Jean Corsetti to increase Account 4194 an additional
$800.00 for updating security alarm system inTown Hall. Amendment voted on
and adopted. Amendment offered by Steve Corsetti to increase Account 4210
Police Department from $31,533.00 to $43,488.00. Amendment voted on and
does not pass. Motion made to vote on Article #15 as amended to $351,069.00by
Sylvia Hill, secondedby Stanley Phelps. Article #15 voted on as amended to the
amount of $351.069.00 and passes. (See end of minutes for breakdown of
operating budget figures.)
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to approve the organization of the
Danbury Volunteer Fire Department as a Municipal Fire Department, with the
Fire Commissioners appointed by the Selectmen; the Fire Chief recommended
by the Commissioners and appointed by the Selectmen; and the Fire Fighters
appointed by the Commissioners and the Chief. Motion made to adopt by
Merton Austin, seconded by Jim Phelps. Article #16 voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the road from
"Plowman's Driveway to the boundary of Ragged Moimtain Ski Area Land" as
provided for in RSA 231:43. Motion made to adopt by Jim Phelps, seconded by
Audrey Pellegrino. Amendment offered by Andy Phelps "To see if the Town
will vote to discontinue the road from "Plowman's Driveway to the Boundary
of Ragged Mountain Ski Area Land" as provided for in RSA 23 1 :43, and to build
a turnaround at the end of Plowman's Driveway. This tumaroimd be done by
Quarry Hill (Ragged Mountain)," secondedbyLynne Zaccaria. Article voted on
as amended, does not pass. Motion made by Jim Phelps to vote on article as
written, seconded by Albert Hopkins. Article #19 voted on as written and
passes.
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town, gifts, legacies and devises made to
the Town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19. Motion
made to adopt by Audrey Pellegrino, seconded by Jon Schurger. Article #20
voted on and passes.
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept gifts ofpersonal property whichmaybe offered to theTown
for any public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The Selectmen must hold a
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public hearing before accepting such gift, and the acceptance shall not bind the
Town to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair or replacement of any such personal property. Motion
made to adoptby Jim Phelps, seconded by Sylvia Hill. Article #21 voted on and
passes.
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell
any material or equipment deemed surplus to the Town's needs. Motion made
to adopt by Sylvia Hill, seconded by Chris Gealy. Article #22 voted on and
passes.
ARTICLE 23: To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting. Motion made by Albert Hopkins to amend Article #23, seconded
by Jim Phelps. Article #23 as amended: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to make application for a Corrmiunity Development Block Grant
for the renewal of the former Baptist Church for use as a community building.
Article #23 voted on as amended and passes.
Motion made by Audrey Pellegrino to adjourn, seconded by Don Padgett.
All voted in favor ofmotion . DANBURY'S 1995ANNUALTOWN MEETING
ADJOURNED AT 1:30 a.m.
The above is a certified copy of the minutes at the 1995 Annual Town
Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Marie F. Meola, Town Clerk
1995 BUDGET
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DANBURY TOWN WARRANT
The polls will be open from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
To the inhabitants of the Town ofDanbury in the County ofMerrimack in the
State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Danbury on
Tuesday, the Twelfth day of March next, at eleven a.m. of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following issues:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
Town meeting to reconvene with
BUSINESS MEETING Thursday, March 14, 1996 at 7:00 p.m.
at the Danbury Town Hall
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $372,818
which represents the operatingbudget. Said sum does not include special
articles to be addressed. (Recommended by Budget Committee-
$372,818.00. Recommended by Selechnen-$380,275.00.)
3. To see if the Town will vote to amend the "Building Permit Ordinance"
adopted at Town Meeting in 1987 to read as follows:
Applications for said permit shall include the following:
1. Public Utilities Commission Energy Code approval as required by
RSA 155-D.
2. NH Water Supply & Pollution Control Commission approval for
septic system construction.
3. A sketch of adequate detail to show the location of the proposed
dwelling and its relation to roads and property lines.
4. State or local driveway permits.
5. Any other information that may be required to ensure that the dwell-
ing shall comply with all state and local regulations.
The selectmen shall issue or deny this permit in writing within 15 days of
its receipt of application.
This ordinance shallbe administered and enforced by the Selectmen with
penalties for noncompliance as provided in Town ordinance. (Recom-
mended by Selectmen.)
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,720.00
for the purchase of anew Highway Department Loader as follows: $5,000
to be withdrawn from the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund;
$10,720 to be raised by taxation in 1996; the balance to be raised by issuing
a long-term note of four years; and to authorize the selectmen to issue and
negotiate said note and to determine the rate of interest thereon. (Recom-
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mended by Selectmen. Recommended by Budget Committee.)
5
.
To see if theTown will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint
a committee of five people to do the necessary research, hold a public
meeting(s) and develop a recycling plan for the Town of Danbury. This
proposed plan to be presented to the Board of Selectmenby June 30, 1996.
The sum of $2,200 to be raised and appropriated in anticipation of
implementing said recycling plan and to cover expenses of the committee.
Committee expenses shall not exceed $200. (Recommended by Select-
men. Recommended by Budget Committee.)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 to
be added to the Police Department Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. (Recommended by Selectmen. Recommended by Budget
Committee.)
7. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $30,000 for a fully equipped, "duty ready," 1996 Ford Explorer 4x4
Police Cruiser as specified by the Chief of Police as follows: $7,500 to be
raised by taxation in 1996, $7,500 to be raised by issuing a long-term note
of two years; and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
note and to determine the rate of interest thereon; and to also authorize the
expenditure of $15,000 from the Police Capital Reserve Fund for this same
purpose. (Not recommended by Selectmen. Not recommended by Bud-
get Committee.)
8. To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to
be placed in the Bridge Capital Reserve Fund (Recommended by Select-
men. Recommended by Budget Committee.)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,900 for
the replacement of an overhead door at the Fire Station. (Recommended
by Selectmen. Recommended by Budget Committee.)
10. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$750, tobe raisedby taxation in 1996, for theNewHampshire Association
of Chiefs of Police Professional Standards Committee to provide a
Professional Management Review, Evaluation and Department/
Community Needs Assessment. (Not recommended by Selectmen. Not
recommended by Budget Committee.)
1 1
.
(By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $940 to be raised by taxation in 1996 for the purchase and installation
of a security and alarm system upgrade as specified by the Chief of Police
for the Danbury Police Department office. (Not recommended by Select-
men. Recommended by Budget Committee.)
12. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to designate Brad Chase, Forbes
Mtn. Road, Frazier Road, New Canada Road, Walker Brook Road and
Wiggin Road as "Sceruc Roads" pursuant to RSA 231:157-158. This
designation shall not affect the town's eligibility for State aid funds for
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such roads; it shall not preclude the emergency repairs to such roads or
to utilities within the public right-of-way; and it shall not affect the rights
of landowners with respect to work on their own property except as
provided by other laws protecting boundary markers and stone walls.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000
to be placed in the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by
Selectmen. Recommended by Budget Committee.)
14. To see if the Town will vote to amend the sign ordinance adopted in 1987
to read as follows:
J. The height of any sign shall not exceed 20 feet above surrounding road
grade.
This changes from the original wording which reads:
J. The height of any freestanding sign shall not exceed 20 feet above
surrounding road grade, or 2 feet above the roof ridge of any building
to which it is affixed.
15. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to urge our Representatives to
the General Court ofNew Hampshire and the United States Congress to
pass laws reforming electoral campaign financing, thus returning the
political process to the will of the people and encouraging the participa-
tion of candidates with great ability and limited means. Measures to
accomplish this may include, but not be limited to, the following:
1
.
Sharp limitations on all forms of contributions to candidates, including
soft nioney contributions (contributions to political parties);
2. Maximum spending limits per election linked to geographic and
demographicmakeup ofeach state and district, such as $1 .00 per voter;
3. Sharp limitations on all forms of spending to influence elections,
including independent expenditures;
4. Sharp limitations on contributions to and spending by political action
committees; and
5. Remedies, such as free broadcast time; postal subsidies, and demo-
cratic (public) financing, to balance inequities between credible candi-
dates, incumbent and challenger, rich and poor.
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept,
on behalf of the Town, gifts, legacies, and devises made to the Town in
trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
gifts of personal property which may be offered to the Town for any
public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The Selectmen must hold a
public hearing before accepting such gifts, and the acceptance shall not
bind the town to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the
operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of any such personal
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property.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell any material
or equipment deemed surplus to the Town's needs.
19. To transact any other business thatmay legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this Twenty-First day of February, in the year
of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-Six.
James D. Phelps
James M. Larkin
Steven D. Gordon Selectmen of Danbury
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
James D. Phelps
James M. Larkin
Steven D. Gordon Selectmen of Danbury
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BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT
The Budget Committee spent many hours going over the various budget
requests. A five year review on most accounts was done in order to try and get
a true picture of expenditures.
All departments heads were invited in, and a lot of major decisions were
based on their input.
Only one public meeting is planned for this year, and we hope you will be
there with your questions and concerns.
People must understand that our final recommendations are a consensus of
the Committee and not all members voting just one way.
As Chairman, I thank the Committee members for their interest and devoted
effort.
Jean Corsetti Anthony Sciucco
Steve Gordon Jon Schurger
Jon Lavorgna Alfred Reed
Andy Phelps, Chairman
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Property Taxes to be Raised






MUNICIPAL TAX RATE $ 26.38 $ 26.37
$




Total Revenues and Credits
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Year ending December 31, 1995
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SUMMARY OF TRUST FUNDS ACCOUNTS
as of December 31, 1995
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BRIDGE FUND
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TREASURER'S REPORT
January 1, 1995 - December 31, 1995
Cash Balance Forward January 1, 1995
TOWN CLERK INCOME
Motor Vehicle Permits $ 73,835.00
Motor Vehicle Titles 410.00
Dog Licenses 1,037.50




Tax Lien Filing 90.00
Town Election Filing Fee 9.00
Pole Licenses 30.00
Non Profit Certification 5.00
Sale of Checklist 25.00
TOTAL FROM TOWN CLERK
TAX COLLECTOR INCOME
1995 Property Tax $ 866,435.85
Property Tax Interest 7,244.59
Resident Tax 5,020.00
Resident Tax Penalty 17.00
Yield Tax 23,872.46
Yield Tax hiterest 327.55
Overpays 668.16
1994 Property Tax 177,316.74
Property Tax Interest 13,564.50
Resident Tax 480.00
Resident Tax Penalty 66.00
Yield Tax 2,450.91
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INCOME FROM NEW LONDON TRUST
Checking Account Interest
Proceeds from Long-term Debt
TOTAL FROM NEW LONDON TRUST




TPLANSFERS FROM TRUST FUNDS
Cemetery Trust Fund $ 1,250.00
Bridge Capital Reserve (Zaccaria Br.) 25,308.97
TOTAL TRANSFERS FROM TRUST FUNDS
TOTAL INCOME FROM ALL DEPARTMENTS
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR 1995
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1995
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1995
1/1/95-8/31/95
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1995
- Tax Sale/Lien on Account on Levies Of -
1994 1993 1992 1990-91




Interest Collected After 504.14 7,675.86 11,743.54
Sale/Lien Execution
Mortgage Search 983.00 1,053.00 910.00 22.00
TOTAL DEBITS $ 84,729.05 $93,688.21 $49,446.13 $354.70
Remittance to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year:
Redemptions $ 19,461.48 $47,844.71 $33,707.12
Mt
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Resident Taxes
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Other Charges 731.00
TOTAL DEBITS $ 64,729.09 $ 46,333.33
Remittance to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Redemptions $ 7,688.78 $12,539.90
Interest/Cost after Lien Execution 719.98 3,532.24
Unredeemed Liens Deeded to Munic. 811.39 1,279.21
Unredeemed Liens 55,508.94 28,981.98
TOTAL CREDITS $ 64,729.09 $46,333.33
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
James D. Phelps - Selectman $ 1,800.00
Sylvia A. Hill - Selectman 1,100.00
James M. Larkin - Selectman 1,650.00
Steven Gordon - Selectman 550.00
NYNEX/AT&T/Telephone 1,284.03
BMSI Support Contract 1,013.60
Mac-Durgin Assoc. - Copier Maintenance 285.00
Kearsarge Shopper - Advertising 272.20
Bill Finney - Historical Photo 100.00
Laurie Hunt - Copy Reimbursement 50.90
Country Press - Advertising 77.00
Merrimack County Registry 83.28
PTO Calendar 25.00
Municipal Association - 95 Dues 500.00
Assessors Association - 95 Dues 20.00
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste Dues 106.65
Homestead Press - Vouchers 305.90
Mac-Durgin - Copier Developer 40.00
Laurie Hunt - Supply Reimbursement 87.48
Loring, Short & Harmon 80.22
Quill Office SuppUes 45.60
Staples Office Supplies 483.77
Stamped Envelope Agency 352.80
Viking Office Supplies 36.40
Christie Phelps - Copy Reimbursement 14.00
Sylvia Hill - Answ^ering Machine Reimbursement 24.99
Postage 342.16
Danbury General 7.42
Laurie Hunt - Seminar Reimbursement 78.85
Laurie Hunt - Mileage Reimbursement 47.75
Danbury Workshop 25.00
MCRD - Fire House Deed 20.32
Chadwick Florist 35.00
BMSI - Computer Workshop 235.00
Laurie Himt - Labor 5,850.30
Mary Ann Furtade - Labor 131.63
Christie Phelps - Labor 2,200.75
Phyllis Wiggin - Moderator 100.00
Marie Meola - Town Meeting 50.00
Piper Printing - Town Report 1,977.75
Total $ 21,490.75
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ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
Amy Rankin - Deputy Town Clerk $ 116.50
Marie Meola - Town Clerk 3,333.32
Sylvia Hill - Town Clerk 1,666.68
Kearsarge Shopper - Advertising 37.50
N.H. Town Clerk Dues 20.00
Piper Printing 61.00
Sylvia Hill - Supply Reimbursement 24.74
Marie Meola - Supply Reimbursement 6.97
Quill Corporation 14.12
Viking Office Supplies 9.38
Staples Office Products 84.65
Sylvia Hill - Postage Reimbursement 3.37
Dog Tags and Supplies 81.88
Marie Meola - Town Meeting 20.00
Vital Statistics 39.00
Animal Control Fees 50.00
Town Clerk Annual Conference 258.50
Sylvia Hill - Mileage Reimbursement 68.00
BMSI - Year End Workshop 15.00
Louise Huntoon - Checklist Salary 89.13
Dorothy McGonnnigal - Checklist Salary 77.63
Maizie Russell - Checklist Salary 77.63
Marie Meola - Checklist Update 25.00
Sylvia Hill - CheckUst Update 25.00
Margaret Quinn - Ballot Clerk 60.38
Leona Russell - Ballot Clerk 60.38
Marie Meola - Town Election 75.00
Sylvia Hill - Vital Statistics 20.00
Total $ 6,515.76
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Marie Meola - Tax Collector $ 3,466.68
Sylvia Hill - Tax Collector 1,733.32
David Szacik - Trustee 50.00
Ruby Hill - Trustee 50.00
Lisa Moran - Trustee 50.00
Arthur Ford - Auditor 150.00
Leo Zaccaria - Auditor 150.00
Amy Rankin - Deputy Tax Collector 75.00
Marie Meola - Tax Collector Fees 4,187.46
MCRD Recording Fees 514.08
Sylvia Hill - Fees 79.50
Tax Collector Association Dues 15.00
Sylvia Hill - Office Supply Reimbursement 37.01
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Marie Meola - Office Supply Reimbursement 34.80
Kimballs Office Products 16.94
Quill Corporation 14.12
Capitol Business Forms 662.10
Staples Office Products 33.03
Viking Office Products 188.13
Postage 1,053.39
Homestead Press - Tax Forms 101.83
Marie Meola - Mileage Reimbursement 345.00
Sylvia HiU - Mileage Reimbursement 46.00
Sylvia HiU - Tax Collectors Convention Expenses 73.00
Marie Meola - Seminar Reimbursement 37.50
BMSI Workshops 45.00
Tax Collectors Workshop 20.00
Tax Collectors Convention - Margate 104.16
Tax Collector Change Fund 50.00
Christie Phelps - Treasurer 1,000.00
Homestead Press - Treasurer's Supplies 53.27
Kearsarge Shopper - Budget Committee Ads 70.30
Chris Gealy - Budget Supply Reimbursement 19.08
Steven Gordon - Budget Supply Reimbursement 55.90
Total $ 14,596.60
LEGAL EXPENSES
Upton, Sanders & Smith - Legal Opinion $ 27.00
Westcott, Milham & Dyer - Ford Property 2,650.00
Total $ 2,677.00
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Social Security Deducted from Wages $ -7,009.39
Medicare Deducted from Wages -1,646.54
Withholding Deducted from Wages -10,490.05
Compensation Funds of NH /Unemployment Ins. 1,487.83
Fed. Reserve Bank/Deposits 27,801.09
Total $ 10,142.94
TAX MAPPING
Cartographic Association $ 31,227.00
Danbury General - Gasoline 13.50
Total $ 31,240.50
PLANNING AND ZONING
Marie Meola - Planning Board Secretary $ 142.50
Linda Wilson - Supply Reimbursement 51.56
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Hometown Messenger - Advertising 21.00
Marie Meola - Supply Reimbursement 22.00
Albert Hopkins - Supply & Postage Reimbursement 40.49
Michie Butterworth - Books 33.49
Lakes Region Planning Comm. - Annual Dinner Meeting 18.00
Linda Wilson Seminar Reimbursement 25.00
Total $ 354.04
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Public Service $ 1,501.61
Johnson & Db< Heating Oil 1,601.44
Mango Security 170.00
ADT Security 89.68
R.P. Johnson - Supplies 66.10
Andy & Sons Plumbing 415.11
E.L. Phelps - Snow Removal 135.00
Overhead Door Co. - Fire Station 1,295.00
Bill Gealy - Wiring Work 602.09
Mango Security - Service Calls 335.80
Danbury General Store - Supplies 5.10
State of N.H. - Boiler Inspection 25.00
Sylvia Hill - Reimbursement Supplies 1.98
John Ford - Inspection Labor 70.00




Andy Phelps - Wages $ 92.75
Andy Phelps - Equipment Rental 16.00
Kermeth Phelps - Wages 600.85




Jonathan Glines ' 35.75
TLC Tree & Crane 69.35
Lucas Tree Removal 350.00
Bill Cook 100.00
R.P. Johnson 101.53
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ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Lakes Region Planning Comm. $ 782.00
Ragged Mtn. Ski School 1,000.00
Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid 2,418.00
Community Action Program 1,222.00
NH Humane Society 300.00
Twin Rivers Counseling 50.00
Total $ 5,772.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Steve Corsetti - Police Chief $ 15,107.50
Dale Cook - Wages 133.00
Jean Corsetti - Wages 2,344.25
NYNEX, AT&T 2,442.89
Merrimack Dispatch 3,880.00
PSNH - School Signs 244.19
Police Chiefs Convention 450.00
Steve Corsetti - Reimbursement Mileage & Court Fee 42.24
Neptune, Inc. - Uniform 940.50
Sirchie Inc. - Fingerprint Equipment 316.56
Postage 3.00
P.D. Gasoline 682.38
Butterworth - Law Books 197.00
Jean Corsetti - Reimb. Fax Machine & Computer Software 1,090.00
Wright Commimications 1,071.20
Business Growth - Printer Repair 295.00
Benson's Auto - Cruiser Repairs 738.98
Gary's Auto Repair 148.42
Newfound Glass - Cruiser Repair 75.00
Wilson Tire - Tires for Cruiser 266.44
Steve Corsetti - Cruiser Maintenance 4.31
Piper Printing - Forms 451.25
Post Office Box Rental 7.25
Dick's Store - Film 25.94
R.P. Johnson - Supplies 7.09
Staples Office Products 45.94
Jean Corsetti - Reimbursement Supplies & Equipment 131.97
Danbury General - Film Development 13.84
Search & Seizure BuUetin - Subscription 62.97
Total $ 31,219.11
ANIMAL CONTROL
1994 Animal Law Book $ 15.00
Debi Phelps - Boarding Fee 5.00
Jean Corsetti - Animal Control 34.38
Steve Corsetti - Animal Control 962.50
Total $ 1,016.88
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HIGHWAYS & STREETS
James Fifield - Labor $ 10,435.28
Ricky Moran - Labor 28,048.92
Alan Huntoon - Labor 45.50
Deborah Phelps - Labor 101.50
Kenneth Phelps - Labor 868.75
Thomas Blay - Labor 105.00
Ray Richards - Labor 189.00
Glenn Gallup - Labor 7,063.85
Neil Hatch - Labor 10,024.50
NYNEX, AT&T - Highway Phone 413.01
AUtex Uniform Service 954.70
PSNH - Highway Garage Electricity 441.36
Johnson & Dbc Heating Oil 1,171.10
N.H. Road Agent Association Dues 5.00
Irving Corporation - Gasoline 380.94
Johnson & Dix - Diesel 3,553.70
Union Oil - Diesel 1,215.49
W.T. Supply - Fuel Additive 178.57
James Fifield - Mileage 157.25
Ricky Moran - Mileage 1,503.00
UNH - Highway Workshops 130.00
RSMS Engineering Study 943.78
Blaktop, Inc. - Cold Patch 759.65
J.D. McLeod - Crushed Gravel 5,841 .00
June Phelps - Bank Run Gravel 513.00
Alvin Currier - Bank Run Gravel 340.00
Don Ford Trucking - Snow Plowing 8,465.00
Ron Moran - Plowing/Sanding 755.00
Joseph Abbondanza - Winter Sand Trucking 1,200.00
State of NH Motor Vehicles 10.00
Junction Services - Parts 407.88
Cohen Steel - Supplies 64.74
N.E. Airgas - Welding Supplies 306.80
Highway Steel - Guardrail 584.25
Atlantic Broom - Parts 824.62
J.E. Truck - Vehicle Repair 54.25
Neil Hatch - Plow Repair 105.00
Waukeena Machine - Repair Labor 35.00
Donovan Spring - Parts 981.74
Newfound Glass - Window Replacement 35.00
E.W. Sleeper - Parts & Repair 1,782.46
Grappone Industrial - Repair/Parts 831.74
S.G. Reed- Truck Repairs 6,175.62
R.P. Williams - Supplies 112.10
Bristol Auto Parts - Repair Parts 1,132.56
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R.P. Johnson - Supplies 327.75
Sanel Auto Parts 188.83
Merriam Graves - Welding Supplies 94.43
B.B. Chain - Cross Chains 1,158.93
M&M Equipment - Parts 173.20
Ballston Lane - Culverts 1,529.50
W. T. Supply - Calcium Chloride 329.00
R.P. Johnson - Calcium Chloride 522.24
Blaktop - Hot Top 11,271.21
Merriam Graves - Lease Renewal 100.00
Phelps Construction - Equipment Rental 2,550.00
Edware Benware Mower Rental 2,400.00
Endruinas Bros. - Equipment Rental (Screener) 1,800.00
Ron Moran - Equipment Rental 425.00
Chris Euerle - Backhoe Rental 850.00
Carl Matthews - Roller Rental 625.00
CargillSalt 3,801.22
James Phelps - Winter Sand 2,500.00
Zaccaria Bridge
Ricky Moran - Labor 2,454.16
Glenn Gallup - Labor 818.05
R.P. Johnson - Supplies 611.53
James Phelps - Equipment Rental 1,967.50
Jim Phelps - Bank Run Gravel & Supplies 150.70
N.H. Wetlands Board - Permit 50.00
Phelps Construction - Equipment Rental 2,730.00
Barros Industries - Guardrail 54.00
Arthur Whitcomb 208.48
Barker Steel 806.76
Peterson's Concrete Pumping 500.00
R.P. Williams - Supplies 30.70
Alexander Concrete 7,130.00
Colby Lumber 639.55
Eastern Rental & Supply 240.00
Carroll Concrete 5,104.00
Cohen Steel 1,409.29
National Fence & Granite 40.00
Don Gallup - Mulch Hay 339.25
Ronald Moran - Pump Rental 25.00
Total $ 155,202.89
AMBULANCE
Newfound Ambulance Service $ 4,893.68
Total $ 4,893.68
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
PSNH - Fire Station Electricity $ 834.96
Johnson & Dix - Heating Oil 1,032.12
Danbury Vol. Fire Dept. - Equipment Maintenance 300.00
Danbury Vol. Fire Dept. - Vehicle Fuel 202.07
Danbury Vol. Fire Dept. - Equipment 5,091.85
Danbury Vol. Fire Dept. - Training 600.00
Total $ 8,061.00
FOREST FIRE CONTROL
Town of Alexandria $ 112.49
Town of Andover 285.64
June Phelps - Fire Permits 58.50
James Phelps - Forest Fire Expenses 912.89
Total $ 1,369.40
STREET LIGHTING
PSNH - Municipal Street Lights $ 3,718.29
Total $ 3,718.29
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Reginald Glines - Labor
Bert Hillsgrove - Labor
PSNH - Electricity
Cohen Steel - Gate Repair
R.P. Johnson - Gate Parts
Waste Management - Disposal Contract
State of N.H. - Recycling Seminar
Kearsarge Shopper - Recycling Ad
Donald Ford - Cleanup
Hometown Messenger - Recycling Ad
Total $ 39,622.75
HEALTH AGENCIES & HOSPITALS
Lake Sunapee Visiting Nurses Association $ 3,092.00
Total $ 3,092.00
HEALTH AND FAST SQUAD
Lifeplus - Cylinder Refills $ 165.00
Bound Tree - Medical SuppUes 416.15
Dyna Med 547.10
Galls Inc. - Medical Bay 86.94
Danbury Fire Dept. - Reflective Clothing 500.00
Total $ 4,807.19
3,623.00
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COUNCIL ON AGING
Council on Aging $ 450.00
Total $ 450.00
DIRECT ASSISTANCE
Tina's Motel - Rental Assistance $ 375.00
Dead River Company - Fuel Assistance 86.37
PSNH - Heat Assistance 175.00
Danbury General Store - Food Assistance 83.85
Total $ 720.02
PARKS & RECREATION
Bristol Community Center $ 4,200.00
Piper Printing 46.25
Allan Lecaroz - Electrical Work 152.30
PSNH - Park Lights 99.84
J.D. Morse - Winter Carnival 198.00
Total $ 4,696.39
LIBRARY
Dorothy McGonnigal - Librarian $ 1,211.08
Gertrude Smart - Librarian 178.25
PSNH - Electricity 137.82
Wallace Propane - Fuel 470.71
George Gamble Library - Books 1,200.00
Total $ 3,197.86
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
PSNH - Flag Pole Electricity $ 142.08
H.A. Holt - Flags, Markers 178.50
Ruby Hill - Reimbursement Old Home Day Expenses 72.02
Kearsarge Shopper - Old Home Day Advertising 36.90
Total $ 429.50
BICENTENNIAL PD COVERAGE
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BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
Kearsarge Shopper - Advertising $ 193.65
BC Screen Printing - Shirts, Caps, Etc. 1,929.00
C. Heath - Reimbursement for Printed Cups 273.00
Whedon Photography - Repro Services 124.00
P.A. Dusio - Key Chains 240.00
Cricenti's - Supper Supplies 215.62
Piper Printing - Program, History Printing 3,201.45
Race Service - Timekeeping 5k Race 400.00
All Seasons Septic - Porta-potty 420.00
Union Leader - Advertising 39.33
Betty Cook - Reimbursement Supplies 459.11
R. C. Brayshaw - Printing 93.00
Abner Trophies - Awards 38.00
C.S. Woods - Food Items 187.01
Taylor Rental - Chafing Dishes 100.50
Colonial Navy ofMA - Parade Participant 200.00
Fran DeLorenzo - Music Performance 125.00
Don Towle - Music Performance 300.00
Ed Roche - Reimbursement Supplies 305.20
Horizon Graphics - Paste-up Services 2,960.00
Hodges Badge Co. - Supplies 181.69
Radio Shopper - Advertising 60.00
Kearsarge Community Band - Music 200.00
Nahoogali Fireworks Display - Fireworks 3,000.00
Andover One-Wheelers - Parade Participant 150.00
Andover Lions Club 50.00
Bristol Masonic Lodge 50.00
R.P. Johnson - Supplies 220.00
Total $ 15,715.56
SENIOR CITIZENS
Ed Roche - Mt. Washington Boat Cruise Expenses $ 350.00
Total $ 350.00
BUILDINGS/BEAUTIFICATION
Neil's Papering/ Painting $ 3,407.50
Kearsarge Shopper 10.60
Enterprise - Advertising 19.00
Total $ 3,437.10
DEBT SERVICE - PRINCIPAL
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Grader $ 13,200.00
New London Trust - Highway Truck/Sander 10,250.00
Total $ 23,450.00
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LONG-TERM DEBT - INTEREST
Lake Simapee Savings Bank - Grader $ 792.00
New London Trust - Highway Truck/Sander 1,435.00
Total $ 2,227.00
TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
Bridge Capital Reserve $ 5,000.00
Highway Equipment Capital Reserve 5,000.00
Police Department Capital Reserve 2,000.00
Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund 15,000.00
Total $ 27,000.00
MERRIMACK COUNTY
Merrimack County Treasurer - 95 County Tax $ 81,333.00
Total
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SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE - MBA
RSA 32:18, 19 & 32:21
Total amount recommended by Budget Committee $ 475,578.00
Less Exclusions:
Principal, Long-Term Bonds and Notes $ 20,587.00
Interest, Long-Term Bonds and Notes 1,637.00
Warrant Articles 102,760.00
TOTAL EXCLUSIONS $ 124,984.00
Amount Recommended less
Recommended Exclusion Amounts $ 350,594.00
Line 7 times 10% $ 35,059.40
AUDITORS' REPORT
We, the undersigned auditors of the Town of Danbury, certify that we have
examined the accounts of the Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Selectmen,
Trustees of the Library and Trust Funds, and Boat Permit Fee Agent for the
fiscal year 1994 and have found the same to be correctly cast and well vouched.
Leo Zaccaria Arthur Ford
The Auditors are reviewing the accounts for 1995 and will report their find-
ings as required by law by June 30, 1996.
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$ 20,673 Tax Mapping
November 1997 $ 10,336.50
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
Libraries, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
Police Department equipment
Fire Department, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
Baptist Church and adjacent lot
Highway Department, lands and buildings
Equipment
Materials and supplies




18 Echo Glen lots at 3,430.00
Ragged Mtn. lots 32 & 33
Bog Bridge lot
Independence Park
Echo Glen lots M8 & M9
Murray Hill lot
Roller House lot
Ford House, Rt. 104
Reynolds lot, Rt. 4
2 lots Meadow Brook Lane-Wallace
Clarence Williams lot lA-School Pond
Smith River lot-100' by High St. Bridge
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DANBURY PLANNING BOARD
In 1995 the Danbury Planning Board met fourteen times. The Planning
Board approved one lot line adjustment, one annexation, and one subdivision;
it provided technical assistance to another property owner considering a lot line
adjustment, and confirmed its 1982 approval of a subdivision which had
apparently not been recorded at the Registry of Deeds by the project sponsor.
When a subdivision was proposed for a portion of the Trumpetto lands (which
include over a thousand adjoining acres in the towns of Alexandria, Danbury,
Grafton and Orange), the Planning Board determined that it should be treated
as a "Development of Regional Impact" as provided by RSA 36:54, and notified
the other three affected towns and the Lakes Region Planning Commission. To
coordinate our respective reviews, representatives from the Alexandria and
Grafton Planning Boards attended Danbury's meetings on the subject, and a
Danbury representative attended a meeting of the Grafton Planning Board.
During our mutual consideration of the proposal, it became clear that it was an
annexation rather than a subdivision, and it was approved as such.
The Planning Board continued work on the Capital Improvements Pro-
gram, and on improving the excavation regulations; ithelped the town to obtain
the road inventory program conductedbyUNH; and it held the required public
hearing on the proposed "Community Development Block Grant" application
for funds to convert the former Baptist Church to a community service center.
Lakes Region Planning Commission staff members attended several Planning
Board meetings; and we benefited from guest presentations by Change Parker
of the Newfound Economic Development Corporation, and Pete Whitcomb of
the federal Natural Resource Conservation Service (formerly the Soil Conserva-
tion Service).
Planning Board members also served on the Bicentennial Committee and
Budget Committee. Phyllis J. Taylor continued as the Planning Board's repre-
sentative to the Lakes Region Planning Commission, and as a member of the
LRPC Board of Directors she was reelected Treasurer of the LRPC, and served
as a member of the LRPC Transportation Committee. In the course of her work
for us and with LRPC, Phyllis donated an enormous value of mileage and travel
expenses, for which the Planning Board is very grateful. Phyllis Wiggin was
appointed to fill a one-year vacancy on the board; but we regretfully accepted
the resignations of alternate Kendra Fifield, and clerk Marie Meola, who moved
to Florida. Secretary Albert Hopkins generously donated his time and effort to
fill the clerk position on a volunteer basis for the remainder of the year. Several
members attended planning workshops sponsored by the NH Municipal
Association, the Lakes Region Planning Commission, and the Office of State
Planning. For its October meeting, the Planning Board traveled to Littleton,
New Hampshire to meet with Cartographic Associates, Inc., and to familiarize
itself with the intricacies of the town-wide parcel mapping being done by CAI,
which was approved at the 1995 town meeting.
As announced in last year's report, Danbury was honored to be one of only
five NH cormnunities selected to participate in the Lincoln Institute of Land
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Policy's "Land Policy Forum for Planning Officials," a monthly series of
interactive workshops in Cambridge, MA, which continued through May 1995.
Our expenses were covered by a scholarship worth approximately $1,250, and
the value of the information and the contacts with resource people that we
gained is even greater. Danbury also received statewide and international
attention when a former Planning Board member, Mary Lyn Ray, received the
State Grange "Community Citizen of the Year" award, and was featured in the
April "Earth Day" issue of National Geographic for her land conservation work.
We learned that we did not receive the federal grant we had applied for;
program funds were cut, and only one grant was made in the entire nation for
a project like ours. So we have resolved that we will "just do it" on our own, and
during the coming year we will engage in partnership activities with other
interested local groups. We would like to begin in the spring with the Coopera-
tive Extension Service's "Community Cornerstones," an enjoyable way for
everyone in town to nominate the special things about Danbury that are most
meaningful and worth preserving. Watch and listen for more details!
For all of Danbury, celebrating our town's Bicentennial was the biggest
event of the year—a present from the past, and a promise for the future. The
lessons we learned from history, and from each other, about the values of
patience, cooperation, sacrifice, dedication, service and town pride can help us
to build a better community now, next year, and into the next century.
The BicentennialCommittee deserves special recognition for its astonishing
achievements in 1995, and for the very special and lasting gift it has given "to all
the residents of Danbury, past present and future," with the publication of
Danbury, New Hampshire, 1795 - 1995, 200 Years of History. The Planning Board
also congratulates the Danbury Workshop /Baptist Church project, for its
perseverance and professional-quality advance planning; and the board salutes
the revitalized Danbury Historical Society, looking forward to things that we
can do together to recognize and preserve the special buildings and places that
show our town's historic character. And, speaking of character, cheers continue
for the "Danbury Daffodils" project, "Mrs. O," (Mary Jane Ogmundson), her
students, and town-wide volunteers who really are making Danbury the
Daffodil Capital of New Hampshire.
At this point, you may be thinking you skipped a page: why would the
Danbury Workshop project, the Bicentennial, the Historical Society, and the
"Danbury Daffodils" be featured in the Planning Board report? The answer is
simple: these are some of the visible bonds that draw us together as a commu-
nity, so that we can construct a shared vision for building a rewarding future.
The master plan for the town of Acworth, New Hampshire begins with the
words, "What do ive mean by planning? We simply mean providing in advancefor the
best ways ofmeeting our expectedfuture needs and avoiding potential problems. We all
make plans in arranging our own individual affairs. Those who do not plan ahead soon
find themselves and their families in serious difficidties. If personal planning is
necessary, it is equally important for us as individual citizens to join together in
planningfor our community. Indeed, it is even more important, for lack of personal
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planning ordinarily hurts only a single individual orfamily;failure ofa community to
plan may cause untold problems affecting all of its citizens."
Nationally, economic studies show that places which take the best care of
their environment also have the best job opportunities and the best climate for
beneficial long-term economic development, the kind that maintains local
character instead of destroying it. In recognition of these discoveries, the state
of New Hampshire and its principal agencies have adopted a "sustainable
development" policy and a state development plan that emphasize preserva-
tion of New Hampshire's character and quality of life as the key to "moving
forward while respecting the institutions and traditions that have framed our
past."
At Town Meeting, and during the coming year, the Danbury Planning
Board will seek support for important things that can be done now to provide
opportunities and avoid problems in the future. To recognize some of our scenic
and natural assets, the Planning Board recommends that certain roads be
designated as "Scenic Roads," as provided by state law. We also recommend
that the town-wide mapping effort continue, with preparation of overlay maps
that show useful information like topography, slopes, wetlands, aquifers, tree
lines, stone walls, fence lines, lots and ranges, soils, and land use; other
information such as recreational lands and wildlife habitat could also be
indicated. And, together as a town, we need to start working out land-use
policies that will help us to manage growth and reconcile it with our needs and
resources. We have the choice between designing the future that we want, or
—
by failing to act—allowing our future to be decided for us, by others, through
default.
By getting involved with local planning issues and opportunities, each
citizen and resident can have a part in making a good difference for Danbury.
The Planning Board's regular meetings are at 7:00 p.m. in the Town Hall, on the
firstTuesday of every month. Everyone is invited, and welcome.We hope you'll
join us!
Respectfully submitted,
Linda Ray Wilson, Chair
January 1996
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DANBURY POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
The Police Department has experienced the most frustrating year that I can
ever recall. The lack of sufficient funding to respond to your Calls for Service
has done nothing to enhance our efforts to serve and protect.
We, as a community, are experiencing a growth in demands for police
services just like everyone else inNew Hampshire. This growth and subsequent
demand for services will continue and must be addressed by responsible
government and the support of the community.
New Hampshire State Police have been a valuable asset to our police needs,
but even New Hampshire State Police do not have the resources to respond in
a timely manner to most Calls for Service. According to New Hampshire State
Police they responded to thirty-one (31) criminal cases, ten (10) motor vehicle
accidents, four (4) motor vehicle arrests (DWI) and approximately six hundred
(600) general service calls; or approximately 470 more than 1994.
Of the 4,944 Calls for Service in 1995 to the Danbury Police Department, 1,589
required an officer's response as outlined below. This represents ten (10) more
than last year. Of the 1,589 required response calls, 913 were handled under the
base salary (on duty). By combining the Danbury Police Department and New
Hampshire State Police statistics, we have a total of 2,234 required response
Calls for Service for 1995. This represents an increase of 27%.
A summary of the 1,589 Calls for Service requiring an officer's response is
as follows:
Death/Injury
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DANBURY RECREATION COMMITTEE
The family of Arthur (Artie) J. Perry III requested that donations be made to
the Recreation Committee in his memory in order to build a ballfield at
Independence Park. This was a dream of Artie's for many years, and thanks to
those donations, we are a major step closer to completion. Artie was a member
of the Recreation Committee for five years. He was one of a kind, and his endless
enthusiasm and support are fondly remembered.
A proposal for a federal grant was submitted. Unfortunately, the govern-
ment did not fund that particular project for 1996, so we are requested to apply
again in July of 1996 for the 1997 funding round.
The 1995 Winter Carnival was held over February vacation. There was a
spectacular torchlight parade at Ragged Mountain Ski Area, with a dance to kick
offthe carnival afterward. Another favorite event, the LumberjackCompetition,
was very well attended, with quite a few new participants.
A fort was constructed at the playground to replace the shoe.
We had a portable toilet brought in this year for the summer months. The
Bicentennial Celebration was held at the park on June 18. The Recreation
Committee organized a cookout, and many who attended brought salads to
share. It was a very successful day. The gazebo was built in honor of the
bicentennial and the community events being held at the park. We hope
everyone will have the opportunity to picnic there.
Horseshoe pits have been put ink, and the horseshoe tournament for the
Grange Fair was held at the park. The Recreation Committee sold hot food at the
gazebo, and hopes that next year's weather will be more favorable. The Grange
Fair Day street dance was also held at the park.
Electricity was installed at the gazebo, and it was decorated with Christmas
lights.
Fund-raising was started and is ongoing for a skateboard area with a half-
pipe for the park.
A very informative meeting was held with a representative from the Munici-
pal Insurance Association.
Recipes have been collected for a cookbook to raise money for completion of
the ballfield. They will be ready for sale at the end of March. We hope that
everyone will support this effort and thank all who contributed recipes.
If you look at the financial page, you wiU see that aluminum cans brought in
a total of $928.00 this year. We would like to thankyou all for sorting and saving.
We look forward to seeing you at the Park.




































Total Expenses $ 7,408.42
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TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
In calendar year 1995, our three (3) leading causes of fires were Children,
Non-Permit fires not properly extinguished and Smoking Materials.
Violations of RSA 224:27 II, the fire permit law, and the other burning laws
of the State of New Hampshire, are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to
$2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
To aid you Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Fire
Officials, contact you local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is
required. This also helps to prevent unnecessary response to a controlled bum.
1995 Fire Statistics
Forest Ranger Reported Fires Fires Reported by County
Number of Fires
for Cost Share Payment 465
Acres Burned 437
Suppression Costs $147,000+
Lookout Tower Reported Fires 555
Visitors to Towers 26,165
Number of Fires Local Community 6
Local communities and the State share the cost of suppression on a 50/50
basis. The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and
3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid the
quick response from the local fire departments.
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DANBURY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Commissioner's & Chief's Report
The Danbury Volunteer Fire Department enters its fifty-first year of service
to the town of Danbury in 1996.
During 1995, the Fire Department responded to 136 calls as listed below.
Fire Calls 38 Service Calls 4
Medical Aid 79 Motor Vehicle Accidents 15
The funds allocated by the Town for use by the Fire Department were
expended as follows:
Training
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OLD HOME DAY - 1995
Old Home Day was hosted this year by the United Church of Danbury on
Route 104. The daybegan with a church service at the United Church, followed
by a scavenger hunt. The clues for the hunt were as follows:
1. Old Soldiers Home Beneath the Toll
2. Spirits Rest on Both Sides of this Bank's Door
3. Take a "Walk" by the Old Mill Stream
4. Fasten Your Bindings; It's Sunny Side Up
5. One Through Four, Chalkboards and More
6. Mussels Home Past Andrews Field
7. Where the A-Frame Meets the Pike
8. Your Journey is Over, Return to Four Comers
(Answers below)
Flags were at each location for teams to pick up their next clue. Clues were
in varied orders. The winners were:
1st - Audrey Pellegrino, Kathleen Colby, Bryan Pellegrino
2nd - Henry Mahoney, Gabrielle Mahoney
3rd - Audrey Curren, Savannah Phelps
Following the Hunt was a lunch at Independence Park. Children listened to
a story written and told by Mary Lyn Ray. A business meeting was held. The
chairman for 1996 is Gary Ford, and the Danbury Christian Church will hostOld
Home Day in 1996. The South Danbury Christian Church will host Old Home
Day in 1997.
The day wrapped up with children's relay races.
Ruby Hill Chairman, 1995
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GEORGE GAMBLE LIBRARY REPORT
Hours 12-4 p.m. Saturday year-round Librarian: Dorothy McGonnigal
Hours 6-8 p.m. Wednesday from April to November
Library circulation for 1995 was 3,096 books (adult: 2,296, children: 774). This
years, as in the past, we have purchased manynew books. To make room for the
new additions, books, other than the classics, thathave notbeen circulated in ten
years or more, have been cleared from the shelves and stored in the back room
These books are still available to anyone who is interested. A new carpet has
replaced the old one, which has been retired, having served for many years.
Thanks to those who kept the building and grounds in good repair, and
thanks to everyone who donated books.
The experiment in summer hours was very successful, so these hours will
become permanent.
1995 GEORGE GAMBLE LIBRARY
REPORT OF LIBRARY INCOME
Library Income
Jan. 1, 1995 Balance $ 681.38
$ 2046.61
Town Appropriation
Interest on Trust Funds
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HUMANE SOCIETY REPORT
The 1995 totals of the number of animals brought to the New Hampshire
Humane Society shelter from Danbury are as follows:
By your Animal Control Officer:
Dogs & Puppies: 1 Cats & Kittens: 1 TOTAL: 2
Returned to Owner: Returned to Owner:
From Local Residents:
Dogs & Puppies: 8 Cats & Kittens: 1 TOTAL: 9
Stray Cats: 3 TOTAL: 3
Total number of ALL animals received: 14
Your Society's shelter hasbeen inspected and licensedby the State and fulfills
your animal shelter requirements. Every town has stray animal problems and
we encourage your town and especially your Animal Control Officer to call
upon us in 1996 if you have any questions.
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LAKE SUNAPEE HEALTH CARE REPORT
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
1995 Report of Services Provided in Danbury
Home Care Visits 36
Bereavement 3
Clinics: flu 39
Clinics: preventive health 16
Clinics: well child 8
Parent/Child Program 15
Thank you for your continued support of VNA services. In 1995, we pro-
vided more than 1,100 visits in Danbury, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.
All of the appropriated funds from the town of Danbury have been used to
provide home care visits, hospice volunteer training and supervision, and well
child clinic visits to people who had no insurance or inadequate insurance or
funds. Other visits were subsidized by donations or paid by commercial insur-
ance or from state and federal grant funds.
We depend heavily on the selfless support of volunteers and employees
who contribute hours to the success of our programs. For them and our Trust-
ees, we are grateful. Six VNA employees live in Danbury.
DANBURY SENIOR CITIZENS' GROUP
The senior citizens of Danbury once again enjoyed a cruise around Lake
Winnipesaukee and lunch on the "Mount Washington" on a perfect June day.
The trip is usually scheduled for mid-June and everyone is welcome; however,
it is free only to seniors of Danbury. This is made possible by the town
appropriation and the Andover Lions Club. If anyone is interested in cruising
with us, call LENA HUNT or let us know at the May luncheon at the Grange.
The seniors also meet for lunch at the Grange hall on the third Thursday of the
month and enjoy playing Bingo after lunch. If you would like to join us for
lunch, caU MARGE FORD or DOT HEATH by Tuesday of the third week.
Ed Roche
Lena Hunt
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BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
1995 SUMMARY OF SERVICES
Service Description Units of Service Houseliolds/Persons Total Value
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM
Packages - 207 Persons - 17
CONGREGATE MEALS
FUEL ASSISTANCE















Applications - 45 Individuals - 95 $17,014.72
$ 900.00
Persons
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BRISTOL COMMUNITY CENTER
1995 REPORT TO THE TOWN OF DANBURY
The Bristol Recreation Advisory Council and the staff here at the Bristol
Community Center would like to start off wishing everyone a happy 50th
anniversary. The Bristol Community Center is 50 years old this year (1996).
What an accomplishment and service the residents of Danbury have given the
Newfound area.
We would like to thank all the residents who participated in the annual
events, the seasonal athletic leagues, the after school programs and the fund-
raisers.
This year was a growing year for us. We started a new Newsletter format,
added Community Education programs this past fall and worked on programs
for the area teens which is a growing concern for many in the area towns.
The BCC offered three youth league programs again this year (basketball,
baseball/softball/teeball, and soccer). Our baseball /softball program is run by
a five member commission through the Bristol Community Center, and sup-
ports 27 teams and over 100 volunteers. In addition to the youth leagues, we
organized Middle School and High School dances, instructional classes. Tot
Time, open house hours, competitions, summer camps, swimming lessons,
adult basketball and adult badminton, adult karate and adult aerobics along
with the Community Education instructional classes. This year we started the
Tuesday night Teen Coffee Shop which has been a great success, and will
continue with more evenings during the 1996 season.
The Center also reached its fund-raising goal by organizing and sponsoring
21 fund-raisers in 1995 which included a Monte Carlo night, a March Dance, the
Lobster/Chicken Supper, the Annual Apple Festival, monthly teen dances, and
much more. All of our fund-raising success is due to the number of volunteers
that donate their time to our program.
We started our handicap access project this past fall. We have started the
grading process on the driveway and have fixed two of the drains that needed
attention. This winter we will be working on the door lips, inside handles, the
unisex bathroom area and the new entrance in the back.
Before closing we would like to thank the School District and all the
principals who have opened their doors to the ever growing programs that the
Center is sponsoring. Without their patience and support we would not be able
to offer the programs we do.
We would like to express out sincere gratitude to FreudenbergNOK for their
continued support and to Dead River for sponsoring the new radio ads that the
Bristol Community Center placed on WLNH.
Before closing, we would like to invite all of you to the "1996 - Looking back
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over 50 years" at the Bristol Community Center. We will be sponsoring pro-
grams throughout the year that were once offered here at the Center, and will
be sponsoring monthly articles of the past in the local papers. Hope you will
enjoy the "ride through history" with us.
Thank you again for all your support.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth C. Mitchell, CLP
Director of Recreation
LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
Below is a sample of the services provided as a benefit to the community.
• Provided consultation and technical assistance to thirty-one member
communities.
• Prepared an analysis for a permanent or semipermanent household
hazardous waste facility in the Lakes Region.
• Sponsored the fall sessions of the NH Law Lecture Series.
• Met with federal and state officials to influence policy and help keep the
Region an active participant in many ongoing programs.
• Coordinated the 11th one-day super collection of hazardous waste
materials.
• Served as Board Member to Belknap County Economic Development
Council and the Newfound Economic Development Corp. Mitigation
Advisory Committee.
• Continued work on the Lake Winnipesaukee Watershed Project.
• Supported and staffed the Lakes Region Transportation Advisory
Committee.
• Completed a Tourism Profile of the Lakes Region.
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DANBURY BICENTENNIAL GROUP
The Bicentennial Group had a very hectic year, but it all proved worthwhile
with the publishing of our first official history book after 200 years and a gala
two-day celebration.
The firstdaywas June 3rd and the day started with a5K road race sponsored
by Ragged Mountain Ski Area, which may become an annual event. Five-K
sounds easy, but when it ends in the parking area of the ski lodge it becomes
quite a challenge!
There was a giant flea market and entertainment and refreshments all day,
a parade in the afternoon, and a New England boiled dinner followed by
entertainment at the Grange, and a spectacular fireworks display after dark.
The second day of the celebration was a picnic in the park on the actual
anniversary date ofJune 18th. The day started with a walk from the Grange hall
to Independence Park for a prayer service followedby coffee and donuts. Lunch
was provided by the Recreation Committee, followed by an old-fashion band
concert sponsored by the Grange, and then a band for the younger generation.
The total appropriation for 1994-95 for the Bicentennial celebrationamounted
to $16,000. Our total expenditure during the two years was $16,779.29, and at
the end of 1995 the group had rehamed all but $3,471.46.
We still have a supply of souvenir items for sale at reduced prices. They will
be available at the town hall on election day and at town meeting. You may
contact members of the committee if you wish to purchase any of these items.
The history books are also available for $15.00.
The Bicentennial Quilt that was raffled at the celebration was purchased
from the winnerby the committee and the selectmen, and presented to the town
as a memento of the bicentennial. It will hang in the town hall or other public
buildings in town on special occasions.
The committee wishes to thank everyone for their help and participation in
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KEARSARGE AREA COUNCIL ON AGING, INC.
Keeping in mind our mission to "support and enhance the health, well-
being, dignity, and independence of...senior adults," your young COA both
grew and expanded again in 1995, and is now over 1,200 members strong.
COA's services to its clients remain its main priority—rides, small repairs,
telephone reassurance calls, friendly visits. Good Day respite day care, office
information and referral service, and the important monthly newsletter. Our
number of clients has increased by about 14%, to 165, and the units of service to
these seniors by 35%, to over 2,000.
Its variety of offerings now include "life enrichment " events such as a
monthly luncheon and speaker program in area churches, regular quilting
sessions, wintertime bridge lessons, holiday social events at Christmastime and
Valentine's Day, a "Family Scrapbook" program in area Libraries, intergenera-
tional involvements, and community receptions in each of our nine towns.
Attendance at events such as these totaled over 1,300 in 1995.
Important happenings in 1995: the Board of Directors updated and revised
COA's bylaws. Our newsletter was enlarged to 8 pages, thanks to the support
of ourbusiness advertisers . An advisoryboard of area professionals was formed
to assist COA in specialized matters. Our Vice President was named by
Governor Merrill to the NH State Committee on Aging, having been a NH
delegate to the White House Conference in May. The Board conducted a survey
of the interests and needs of its members to aid it in planning COA's future.
Essential financial support came from different sources: one quarter from
our 9 towns, one quarter from the townspeople who supported our annual fund
drive, one quarter from grants from foundations and organizations, and the last
quarter from our newsletter advertisers, our grateful clients and fund-raising
events, etc.
Our greatest resource remains our faithful, generous and conscientious
corps of talented volunteers, over 200 of them. Without them we simply could
not "enhance" the lives of our senior adults. COA's Board of Directors is very
gratified by the wide spectrum of support it is now receiving from every
volunteer, from every town, from so many organizations and individuals. Your
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DANBURY WORKSHOP
The Workshop has again filed an application for a grant to convert the Old
Baptist Church to a Community Center for the people's general use. It is more
or less the same as the former application. The significant addition is the
description of the benefit that the town will receive when the Community
Center is established. It will indeed be a big help to us all when we can utilize
community services that will be close at hand for parents, children and the
elderly so they can receive most of their public needs locally.
At the last awarding of the grant, Danbury came within a small margin of
being successful. This time we will be even closer or, hopefully, we may even
succeed. That is the way the plan is arranged.
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ANDOVER LIONS CLUB
The members of the Andover Lions Club would like to thank everyone for
their support during our various fund-raising projects such as:
Pancake Breakfasts
Bingo and the Food Concession Table
Fourth of July Grocery Raffle
Sports Cards & Collectibles Shows
Light Bulb Sale in Andover, East Andover, Potter Place, and Danbury
Roses Sale
Lions Mints
Food Concession at Fourth of July Events, Musterfield Farm Days, and
Danbury Community and Grange Fair
As an organization of volunteers we depend on your support to fund our
various charitable endeavors. All monies raised from the commimity return to
the community in some way.
Some of the ongoing charitable programs we support are:
COMMUNITY PROTECTS HEALTH SERVICES
Town Sign Sunapee Health Care
Stagecoach Use Public Health Screenings
Town Christmas Tree on Town Meeting Day
Project Santa Claus Sight & Hearing Screenings
Aid in Fire Loss of All Elementary and Middle
Senior Trips School Children
School Tables Providing Eye Exams, Glasses, and
Little League Dugouts Hearing Aids
YOUTH PROGRAMS EDUCATION
Boy Scouts Scholarships
Camp Mayhew Lions Quest School Program
Spaulding Youth Center Peace Poster & School Awards
Camp AUen Share Day
Babe Ruth League
LIONS ORGANIZATIONS
L.C.I.F. (Lions Club International Foundation)
N.H. Sight & Hearing Foundation (Lions)




There willbe a health screening on election day at the town hall in Danbury
and a box to collect old eyeglasses to be recycled.
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